Accreditation Committee 2019–2020

Chair
**Alison Flynn, MCIC** 2017–2020 – second term
University of Ottawa, Department of Chemistry and Biomolecular Sciences, Ottawa, ON

**Sara Eisler, MCIC** 2017–2020 – second term
University of New Brunswick, Department of Chemistry, Fredericton, NB

**Ignacio Vargas Baca, MCIC** 2018–2021 – second term
McMaster University, Department of Chemistry, Hamilton, ON

**Vance Williams, MCIC** 2018–2021 – second term
Simon Fraser University, Department of Chemistry, Burnaby, BC

**Stephen MacNeil, MCIC** 2018–2021 – first term
Wilfrid Laurier University, Department of Chemistry, Waterloo, ON

**Cherif Matta, MCIC** 2018–2021 – first term
Mount Saint Vincent University, Department of Chemistry and Physics, Halifax, NS

**Claude Legault, MCIC** 2018–2021 – first term
Université de Sherbrooke, Département de chimie, Sherbrooke, QC

**Jaclyn Stewart, MCIC** 2019–2022 – first term
University of British Columbia (Vancouver), Department of Chemistry, Vancouver, BC

FCPC Representative
**Tom Fyles, MCIC**
University of Victoria, Department of Chemistry, Victoria, BC